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"Box Packing at Wisconsin-Stout.
The renowned University of Wisconsin-Stout has a special focus on box packing. It's an individual
subject in which it's quite realistic to even get a degree in graduation.

For example, here you can learn how to create the most economical and environmentally friendly
packaging, how to use it for household needs, and how to interest consumers and increase sales levels of
such a household necessity.

It turns out that box packaging is a profitable enough business in the global marketplace that many
University of Wisconsin-Stout graduates aspire to get into.

If you graduate and master the science of packing boxes to perfection, then you won't have any problems
with further employment, and the average salary of workers is from 50,000 dollars a year.

Of course, the subject is ridiculous and, to put it mildly, non-standard, but, nevertheless, most students are
eager to get on the list of students, so be sure to include it in the compulsory schedule.

To some it is strange, but some by graduation ensures a comfortable existence, thanks to quality box
packing and their colossal skills.

Scientific poultry farming at the University of Alabama
The University of Alabama at Alborne, Alabama, has a specific subject called "scientific poultry farming"
on its student schedule. This science has been taught since 1929 and is considered the most relevant in
today's student body.

So, the task of the students is to learn how to take care of the poultry, manage the offspring and improve
its health, breed new species of poultry, improve the quality of meat and eggs.

The training program provides for eight courses, so upon graduation the student becomes a professional
in this matter and can find a job without much difficulty.

The university's reputation makes it possible to find a high-paying job and, as practice shows, students
take this chance, get out, devote their life to scientific poultry farming, make discoveries, and even go out
on an international level.

The Beatles School
In 2009, the University of Liverpool launched a course in popular music from the Beatles period.

It teaches not only the musical repertoire of the Star Quartet, but also the history of the creation of the
group, the creative path, the fate of the Beatles, as well as a complete legacy of the group.

To date, there are only 12 students enrolled in the course, but according to the organizer of this music
course, Mary-Lou Kennedy, there is a great future for them.

This course seems unusual and unnecessary to many in life, but not everyone feels that way - no matter
how you spin it, the Beatles' work is timeless and prevalent beyond time.

Marijuana College in Michigan
As we know, marijuana is banned in many American states as an addictive drug.

However, there is still the state of Michigan in the United States, where a college was opened for the
cultivation and research of marijuana from a medical point of view.

Its founder is 24-year-old Nick Tannent, who not only teaches the cultivation of marijuana, but also the
study of its medicinal properties.

The course of study also includes progressive agricultural programs, which are especially in demand in
the service industry.

That's why college graduates find employment in agriculture fairly quickly and become scientists, while
securing a confident future for themselves.

Domestic students consider such a subject pointless and even illegal, but if they knew how much college
graduates earn, they would definitely change their line of work.
Watching TV shows in Wisconsin
The University of Wisconsin Madison has an amazing class that will definitely please all housewives.

The fact is that students are required to watch TV series on TV as homework, and then in pairs to make
intelligent conclusions, tell the story of the main characters, comment on the right and rash actions on the
screen, analyze and make up the plot.

It would seem that the subject is completely pointless, but it is not, and is especially useful for creative
natures, humanities majors.

Such screenings broaden the horizons, increase the vocabulary, connect thinking and imagination, and
teach life.

So there is no need to ridicule such classes, especially since students who regularly attend these pairs are
looking forward to seeing the instructor again."

